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En la formacion de] clima intervienen una serie de procesos muy compkjos que interaccionan 
en el sistema "atmosfcra-0ceano-eontinentes-criosfera ". El problema dd clima y sus cambios 
originados naturalmente y por factores antropogenicos exige el seguimiento de un amplio con
junto de parametros que caractericen no solo al clima sino los rasgos propios de la atmiisfera, 
occano, superficie terrestre y cubierta de hielo. 

La determinacion de] conjunto de paramdros requcrido debc obtencrse a partir de! modela
do numcrico dirigido a la planeacion <lei sistema global para monitorco de! dima. Las restriccio
nes sobre los datos observacionaks son muy variables y fuertementc dcpendientcs de] modelo 
de! clima utilizado. 

En base a estas consideracioncs, se prescnta una estirnaciirn de los paranlt'tros requeridos que 
integran el conjunto, se incluye precision y resoluciiin espacio-ternporal. Sc analizan las posibili
dades de mcdicion por los sistcmas actuales, los ya disefiados y los quc sc dcsarrollaran en los 
afios ochentas. F:inalmente, se evaluan los t'rrores quc se eonwtcn u tilizando microondas en la 
determinacicm de la temperatura de la cubierta de hielo y de la superficie de! mar. 

* Voeikov Main Geophysical ObserJatory, Lenin.~rad, URS.\. 
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ABSTRACT 

In di ma tc formation very complex processes interact in the system "atmosphere-ocean-conti
nents-cryosphere". The problem of climate and its changes naturally and anthropogenically 
originated demands tracking of a wide set of parameters chancterizing not only the climate 
itself but also the various features of the atmosphere, ocean, land and ice cover. · 

The criterion for the determination of the required set of parameters should be obtain 
through numerical modelling aimed at planning the global system for climate monitoring. The 
restrictions upon the observational data are quite variable and depend strongly on the climate 
model used. 

An estimation based on the above considerations, is presented of the parameters that consti
tute the required set, precision, temporal and spatial resolution are also included. An analysis 
is made of the measurement possibilities of the actual systems, of those already designed and 
those to be developed in the 80's. Finally, an evaluation is presented of the errors committed in 
the use of microwaves to determine ice cover and sea surface temperatures. 

The increasing importance of the problem of climate and its changes 
precipitated by both natural and anthropogenic factors puts forward 
the task of monitoring the climate and its variations (Izrael, Yu, A., 
1977; Kondratyev, K. Ya., 1971; Suomi, V. E., 1977). The complexity 
of processes interacting in the system " atmosphere-oceans-continents
cryosphere" that are responsible for climate formation, necessitates 
tracking a wide set of parameters characterizing not only the climate 
itself but also the various features of the atmosphere, ocean, land and 
ice cover (Kondratyev, K. Ya., 1977; Physical basics of climate and its 
variations, 1977; Smagorindky, J ., 1977). In that aspect the monitoring of 
the ocean-atomosphcrc interaction parameters acquires key importance. 

Naturally, the numerical modeling of climate aimed at planning the 
global system for climate monitoring should serve as a basis for determin
ing the needed set of parameters. The restrictions upon the obser
vational data are quite variable and depend strongly on the climate model 
used. The 3-0 modeling is obvious to put forth the heaviest of them. 
For example, M. E. Schlesinger, M. E. (1977) has analyzed some cases 
by checking the results of numerical climate modeling by means of the 
University of Oregon 2-layer model of climate against observational 
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data. These cases referred to: (I) parameterization of radiation transfer; 
(II) modeling the cloud formation processes; (Ill) reproducing the hydro
logical cycle; (IV) modeling the snow cover formation processes ;'(V) 
description of processes in the oceanic mixing layer; (VI) paleoclimate 
numerical modeling. 

The space observational instrumentation is naturally of decisiye. im
portance through it should he stressed that it does not in any way reduce 
the need to further elaborate the routine techniques (surface, ship-, 
aircraft-, balloon-borne). In this respect the recommendations worked 
out by the 1974 Stockholm conference (The physical basis of climate 
and climate modeling, 1975) and the US plans for satellite climate mon
itoring (Potential shuttle spacelab applications, 1974) arc of particular 
interest. 

NASA has undertaken the planning of a IO-year program for climatic · 
research, its basis being the design and implementation of a system for 
monitoring the climate parameters. Table I presented in (Potential shut
tle spacelah applications, 1974) lists the most important of them indi
cating their comprehensive determination and description. It includes 
also the complex interactions whose monitoring will not be feasible 
even in the future. 

In this list only those parameters are included which have to be ob
served from space because they either ref er to remote areas ( deserts, 
polar regions, global ocean) or need global coverage. 

It is assumed that the measurement errors must not excee.d 25% of 
natural variability for the parameters pertinent to boundary conditions, 
while accuracy in other cases is expected to be sufficiently high for 
testing the reliability of theoretical climate models. The complexity of 
satellite observational systems now existing and being planned makes it 
possible on the whole to meet such restriction. The demands on the ac
curacy of determining the climate parameters for separate categories B, 
C and X are explicitly detailed in Table 2 and 3. Climate of B category 
is understood as regional with characteristic time scales of more than a 
month but less than a decade. The principal aim in this case consists in 
forecasting the variability of regional ( characteristic scale of the order 
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of hundreds km) and global climates taking account of the earlier ob
tained and constantly accumulating observational data. 

For climate C the time scales longer than a decade arc characteristic. 
The final aim lies in understanding the cause of the global climate natu
ral variability, while the starting steps arc the studies of the factors af
fecting the radiative balance , the interaction of radiation and cloud 
formation processes, th e heat transfer by oceanic currents, ice cover 
physics, etc. 

Climate X is determined as that affected by man 's industrial activities 
on all the spatial and temporal sca les, while the main aim consists in 
foreseeing the anthropogt: nic variations of climate in order to adopt corre
sponding decisions. lt should he stressed that the sy nchronous satellite , 
ain:raft and surface measurements arc of particular importance for de
termining a whole number of parame ters (precipitation , oceanic currents, 
ocean-atmosphere interaction , etc.) whith needed accuracy as far as the 
remote sensing data itself is not single . 

The experience gained in th e design and practical application of the 
space remote se nsing tcchniyucs up to th e present time testifies to wide 
potential of these te chniques. The most significant input has been made 
through implementing th e satellite program aimed at obtaining the mete
orological information ancl data on natural resources (the Cosmos, 
"'leteor, Tyros , Nimbus satellite series and others). The important results 
of advancing the satellite me teorology consist in solving such problems 
as the surface temperature determination, retrieving the vertical pro
files of temperature, o:t,o nc and water vapor, th e wind field , tracking 
the dynamics of th e ice and snow covers, sea roughness, studying the 
Earth radiation balance. 

The studies carried out on board manned spacecraft and orbital sta
tions made it possible first of all t o accumulate wide experience in in
terpreting the surfa(T images with th e aim of determining different 
features and characteristics of natural form ations. The problems of 
retrieving the vertical p rofile s of the optically active minor gas com 
ponents in the stratosphere from the data of occultation soundings along 
the sloping tracks have been successfully solved. The use of quanti-
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tative characteristics of th e horizon atmospheric brightness field proved 
to be fruitful in determining the atmospheric dust load. 

In view of the task of remote sensing of the ocean-atmosphere inter
action parameters (sea surface temperature , ice cover, oceanic currents , 
upwelling, ocean pollution, heat balance , etc.) the design of the micro
wave remote sensing techniques acquires particular importance. Therefore, 
we shall deal in short with one of the aspects of remote sensing from 
space, connected with the use of the microwave range. The microwave 
range has a number of advantages in compari son with the visible and 
infrared that are based on certain fe atures of radiative transfer through 
the atmosphere and the underlying surface radiative characteristics. 
These include: (i) a considerably weaker attenuation of microwave 
radiation by atmospheric gas components and hydrometcors; (ii) a large 
variability range of th e diffe rent underlying surfaces' radiative properties. 

The first feature meakes it possible to quite easily describe the radia
tive transfe r, especially in the longwavc part of the spectrum, and to ob
tain the information on atmosphere and underlying surface through 
clouds by high-altitude observations. The second enables one t o idisce rn 
separate types of th e urH.krly in;; surface, to evaluate the impact of va
rious phy sical parameters on th e stall' of the surfac1:. Moreover, as long 
as the microwave radiation extinctio n by soil is also considerably lower 
than in the visible and infrared , an opportunity exist s for obtaining in
form ation from depths. 

Let us deal with the possibilities of de termining by means of micro
wave sounding the ice cover characteristics that arc of considerable inter
est in ocean-atmosphere in teraction studies. The most simply and surely 
determined arc the ice cover boundaries and cohesiveness. The immediate 
value of the radiobrightncss temp erature rcbristcrcd by a radiometer is 
determined by the ratio of the ice cove red and dear water surfaces. The 
existence of a linear relationship between th e radi obrightness and ice
cover cohesiveness was fir st experimentally discovered from the aircraft 
measurement data (Rabinovich , Yu, I., Shchukin, G .C., Novosclov, A. 
J ., 1970). But th e later studies during th e joint soviet-arnerican Bering 
sea experiment in particular, have shown this linear dependence to split 
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i·1to & family of lines for ices of different electrophysical properties 
eacn lin.e bci~g char:acteristic for certain ice types. Hence, the accuracy 
of delcrmin.ing- the ice cover eohesiveness significantly depends on the 
availability of. a-priori information on ice type that may be obtained 
from · percn.nial" data, ·satcilite image analysis and so on. We also note 
that some a~priori ~nfo~ma'tion on ice cov~r type can be obtained in the 
course of spc~trai rrieasurein~nts of ice microwave emission. Let us 
cvaiu.ate the error in determining the ice cover cohesiveness. 

The initial expressi~n for_ the radiobrightness temperature of the ice
watcr system can be presented as follows : 

TLJ (P) = 'l\ ( l - p) + T2 p (1) 

where T1 . is the radiobrightness temperature of clear sea water, T2 - the 
ice radiobrightncss temperature, p - the ice cover cohesiveness. From 
this expression the following formula can be easily obtained for the 
relative error in determining the cohesiveness: 

On the side we make one interesting point. ln writing (I) the influence 
of th e atmosphere was not taken into account. It is done so because as 
has been shown in (Rabinovich, Yu. I., Shchukin, G. G., 1974), the 
emi ssion coefficient of the underlying surface being high (0.8-0. 9), the 
atmospheric input to microwave emission in the 0.8-3 cm hand is insig
nificant even with high amounts of li<1uid water and vapor being present 
in the atmosphere. The ice cover cohesiveness being quite high even in 
the edge zone , the total emission coefficient of the ice-water system 
remains within the given bounds. 

We proceed now to evaluate the error in determining the cohesiveness. 
In order to do this, one has to get the values for all the parameters in 
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(2). First of all let us state some a-priori information . We shall treat the 
problem of determining the cohesiveness for the winter-to-spring season, 
when the air temperature over ice is about -20° C on the average. The 
observational wavclenght is 3 cm. In this case the average radio-brightness 
temperature of compact ice cover will be T2 = 237K, its possible varia
tions which depend on the ice type not exceeding l 5K accordinr:?; to 
calculations, i.e . !::. T2 = 15K. The water temperature in the iced zone 
usually varied from O to -4°C, which corresponds to the average radio
brightness temperature of T

1 
= 1 OSK, the absolute error being !::. T1 = 3K. 

The absolute error of radioLrightncss kmpcraturc measurement may be 
assumed to be !::. T 8(p) = 5K for instrumentation of average sensitivity , 
allowing for calibration error. As seen from (2), the relative error in 
determining ice cover cohesiveness depends on cohesiveness itself and 
for our case varies from 21 % to 17% with cohesiveness changing from 
0.5 to 1.0. The principal error component is the error due to uncertainty 
in the ice cover type (the third additive in (2)). Thus feeding additional 
a-priori information on the dominant ice types in the studied area one 
can significantly diminish the total error in determining the ice cover 
cohesiveness. 

Some comments on the possibility of determining the ice age charac
teristics. As shown in (Rabinovich, Yu. I., Loshilov, V. S., Shulgina, E. 
M., 1975), the radiobrightness temperatures of the different sea ice 
types scarcely differ at any wavclcnghts. This is associated with weak 
diffcr~nccs in the clcctrophysical properties (dielectric constants) of va
rious ' ice types: The main possibility of determining the ice age charac
teristics probably lies in the appearance of noticeable scattering from 
peren~ial ' ices ex plained by their structural inhomogeneity. This scat
tering leads to appearance of particularities in the Perennial ice micro
wave emission spectral course in comparison with that of one-year ice . 
Apart from that some data on the ice cover thickness for the ice thinner 
than Im can be acquired through analyzing the microwave emission at 
wavelenghts above 15cm. In this range there can be observed an ano
malous increase in the radiobrightncss tcmpcratur<; due to shine-through 
of the water base . However even theoretical estimates .. of the error in 
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determining the ice age characteristics appear impossible as far as calcu
lations made according to models suggested in (Tsang , L., Kong, J. A., 
1975) show significant differen ces from the experiment. Both theoreti
cal treatises and special aircraft studies simultaneous with the ground
based measurements of the ice clcctrophysical properties must be made 
in order to finally solve this problem. 

Now let us proceed to the possibility of determining the sea surface 
temperature from microwave measurements. The microwave sea surface 
temp erature measurements have the advantage of being weather inde
pendent. Rut , as has been shown in (Shifrin , K. S., Rabinovich, Yu. I., 
Shchukin , G. G. , 196:J), the accuracy of inversing the radiation to 
temperature is 5 times lower in the centimeter range than in the infrared . 
In order to evaluate the error in measuring the sea surface temperature 
with the allowance for atmospheri c influence , we'll use the solution of 
the radiation transfer cyuation under the approximation of pure ab
sorption: 

(3) 

In this expression: 
Ti a11d T~* arc the effective atmospheric temperatures for the down 
-and upward radiation, respectively: E - the emission coefficient: r -

the optical thickness of all the absorbing components. 

In first approximation: T* = T**= T - 6T, where 6T is the wave-o O O 
length-dependent adjustment to temperature at the surface. lt has been 
calculated in (Elisccv, C . V. , Stcpanenko, V. D., 1976) on the basis of 
the statistical data of the ,terologi cal sounding of the atmosphere, and 
also by use of the ~kClatchcy atmospheric models (MeClatchcy, R . A., 
l 970). 

The rrns error in dcterming the sea surface temperature aT is given 
by the expression ° 

o a2 _ o_ a 2 + _o_ a 2 * + __ o_ ( aT )' +{aT )2 (aT )2 (aT )2 

~ T af; E ar;: To uTb 
(4) 
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taking into account th< '. given accuracy of all the parameters of influence. 
The rms errors ai of determining all the influencing parameters enter 
this equation together with the error of the radiobrightness temperature 
measurement. 

The values of partial derivatives can be oLtaincd from Equation (3) : 

OT 

oT 
() 

T, - T * 
{) () 

-r 
1- c 

1-E 'I'* -t - () c 
€ 

(5) 

To reduce the notation, the dependence on wavelenght is not shown 
here, although is must be kept in mind th at all th ese parameters depend 
on 'A.. In order to estimate the influence of different parameters the 
calculations were made for the mean latitudes summer-time model ac
cording to (Tsang, L., Kong, J. A., l 975) . This model is characteri:tcd 
by the atmospheric temperature T0 = 294K , total water vapor amount 
30 kg/m2 and the lit1uid water content 0 .25 kg/m2

• Let us set th e error 
vector for all the parameters in (4): 

a = 0 ,0002 ; aT* = 5K, a€= 0 ,002; a,r = 0,5K 
T o € 

The assumed absolute error values arc not ovcrc,-timated , but on the 
contrary arc slightly less th an those actually reachable no w. 
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The calculation results have shown that the absolute error in deter
mining the sea surface temperature in the wavelenght range 4.5- 8.5 cm 
constitutes 2.1 K which, of course, is considerably higher than the ac
curacy limits set above. 

If one estimates the error generated by the atmospheric influence 
and instrumental measurement errors alone (a€ = 0), the absolute error 
for even such a case is about I.SK for aT = 0.5K and about 0.7K for 

B 
aT = 0.2K. 

B 

Thu:;, the accuracy of the absolute measurements of the water surface 
temperature in the microwave range is not too high and the only way of 
improving it probably lies in using the groundtruth measurement data 
from buoys and ships. 

We have illustrated the capabilities of microwave remote sensing by 
two examples referring to determination of the two most important 
characteristics of the ocean-atmosphere interaction: the ice cover and 
the sea surface temperature. Naturally: (i) the microwave range potential 
is much wider; (ii) the optical range should be paid serious attention to 
apart from the microwave one. In this last case the account of the 
atmosphere's reduction function and elimination of the influence of 
clouds (when cloudiness is not the object of studies) acquire primary 
importance. 
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TABLE 1 

The State and Perspectives of Monitoring the 
Climate Parameters ·from Spece. 

Parameter Can the demands to parameter de terr.ii-
nation be met by 

Present Designed Systems 
systems systems of 80 1 s 

1 2 J 4 

11 

Weather 12erameters 

1. Temperature profile yes yes 

2. Surface pressure No remote sensing technique available 
I 

J. Wind speed Standard By watching cloud 
meteorol. movement. 
observat. 

4. Sea surface tempe- yes yes 
rature 

(to be continued) 
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Table 1 (cont inued) 

1 2 J 4 

I 

5. Air hur:iidity yes yes 

6, Precipitation yes yes 

7, Cl oud cover ye s yes 

8 . BoW1dary layer 
st ab ility - -

Ocean paramete rs 

4 a, Sea surface t empe-
rature no ye s yes 

I 9. Evaporation no no no 
I 
I win n I 10, Tanr;entia l 

' tensj_on n o no no 

11 • T~bulen t exchange 
with at r.iosph::re no no ho 

12 , Ocean surf ::lce topo-
6raphy no possible po:rnible 

-

13. Hefl. t store of the 
'.lcean upper 1ayer no no no 

14, Temper ature profile partiall y partially partially 

15. Spee d profile partially partially partially 

Radiation br1l a nce 

7a, Cloudiness 
(modulati on of rediati( n) a lno st yes yes 

16 . Components of r egi onal 
radiation balance no yes yes 

17, Equator-pole 
r;rad ient no no yes 

18 . Surface albedo yes yes yes 

(to be c ont inued) 
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Tab l e 1 ( c ont i nue d) 

1 2 J 4 

.6L UJ Q:J[lbe ;ce cor.rnos i t ion 

2h . Solar ul t r avi ol e t 
r l'ld i at i on no ye s ye s 

33 . St r a t osphe ric aerosol 
de pth no a lmo s t almost 

3-1 . Tropospher i c ae r oso l 
dep th no no no 

35. Ozone no yes ye s 

36. Stratospheric water 
vapor n o ye s ye s 

37. l,i t r ous ox ide and 
nitr i c ox i de s ye s ye s ye s 

J 8 . Carbon dioxi de y e s :,, e s ye s 

J9 . r' l ll()l'uca r bons y e s ye s ~·es 

!\C . ~.:0 t }~ ~;;_1, e yes yes ;,·e s 

I 
I 
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Table 1 (continued) 

19. Surface radiation 
balance 

20. Solar constant 

21. Solar ultraviolet 
rad:i..ation 

Ground hydrolo_g~, 
vegetation 

6a. Precipitation 

18a.Surface albedo 

22. Surface layer 
humidity 

23. Soil hunidity 
(root zone) 

24. Ve£etation cover 
(forests excluded) 

25. Evapotranspiration 

26. J.\oisture store 

Cryosphere para_!!!~ 

27. Sea ice (.open water 
percentage) 

28. Snow cover (total area 
percentage) 

29. Snow water content 

JO. Ice cover topography 

31. Ice horizontal drift 
speed 

J2. Ice cover boundaries 

2 3 4 

partially partially partiBlly 

no yes yes 

no yea yea 

no no no 

yea yes yes 

no pr,rtially 

no no no 

almost yea yes 

no no no 

no no 110 

yes yes yes 

yes yes yea 

no yes yes 

no probably yes 

yea yea yea 

yes yea yea 

(to be continued) 



Tl,JLi,; 2 Dcr:1c~n~1;; or. ti~c- :~ clJ.::1 :1 -~c ;: ;rr:i.;.'1ri·:~c:~~;' accuracy 

Prir,cipal grou;is of Pt.ra;netera :\ccde U 
climate pru.•ameters accuracy 

1 2 J 

Temperature profile 1 °c 
Surface preasure 1 mb 
VI ind ope e:i J m/s 
3ea. surface 

Principal tc mj,lerature o.2°c 
meteoroloi;ical Hum:i.di ty T' ,, 
eler;ients ?recipi tatioi; 1CY;; 
according to GAR? Cloudiness: 

u) amount 5% 
b) top temperature 2°C 
c) albedo 0.02 
d ) total water 

1 Ome/cm2 a.raount 

Allowed 
accuracy 

4 

2°c 
J mb 

J m/s 

1 °C 
307; 
25% 

20'i; 

4°C 
0.04 

50 mg/cm2 

Horizontal Temporal 
res olu ti on resoluti on 

Km 

5 G 

500 12-24 hrs 
500 12-24 hrG 
500 12-24 hrs 

500 J days 
500 12-24 hrs 
500 12-24 hrs 

,oo 

(to be continued) 
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~able 2 (c ont i nued ) 

; 2 J 

Surface te mperature o. 2°C 

Occa:1 Eva_;ioration 10;·; 
,:aramcte r s '.::urbule nt he at exchane;e 10 l'lt /ri 

TanGential tension 
I 2 

0. 1dyn/c.n 

Cloudi nc sa (r adi at i on 

I 
r.iodul a tion): 

a ) amount 5;~ 
b) top tempEra:ure 2°C l :tadiation c ) albedo 0.02 

balance d ) total 1·1at e:::- amount 10mg/ cm2 

Ti c:·;ior.al rad i ation 
10 \'!t / ri ba li.ll1 ce cor.iponents 

Equat or-pole 0radicnt 2 Wt/m2 

Curface al be do o. 02 
~.irfuc c r~di nti on bnl anc1 10 Wt/m2 

.Jo:.:i.= c on ctc..D.t 1. 5 Wt/r..2 

~olar u.v. r~iiation ~g; ~:d ! 

4 

1 °C 
25% 

25 Wt/m2 

O.Jdyn/ cm2 

21),'~ 

4°C 
o, 04 

50mg/cm2 

25 Wt/m2 

4 Wt/rr.2 

0. 04 
25 Wt/r/ 

1. 5 Wt /m2 

-

5 6 

500 1 month 
500 1 month 
500 1 month 
500 1 month 

500 1 :no:i th 
1000 1 mon th 

50 1 month 
500 1 month 

- 1 uey 

- 1 day 

(to be continued) 
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~able 2 (continued) 

1 2 J 

Precipitation 1 o;; 
Surface albedo 0.02 
Ground humidity 0. 05 r:, /cm3 

Gro..i.nd hydroloc;y of soil 

and vegetation Soil humidity in the 
0.05 g/cmJ root zone 

cover Vc£ctation coverar:,e 5,· 10 

Evapotranspiration 101~ 

Ver:,etation moisture 4 levels/ 
supply 2 levels 

Gryo3pheric 
Sea ice (o~cn water 
percentac;e J"' ,, 

parameters Snow (cover percentage) 5'" ,o 

Snow (water content) 1 cm 

4 5 

25;; 
0. 04 

4 levels 

4 levels 

5i• 
25% 

J'' ,o 

5% 
3 cm 

6 

500 1 month 
500 1 month 

500 1 montn 

500 1 month 

500 1 month 

500 1 month 
500 1 month 

50 J days 
50 1 week 
50 1 week 

r, 
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':' /.;;L::;) Demands on Climai;cs C and :X paramc t erG accuracy (only parameters additional to 
those in ~able 2 are given) 

Principal groups of Parameter Needed Allowed Horizontal 
climate parameters accuracy accuracy resolution 

km 

1 2 J 4 5 

Ocean ::.urface 
elevation 1 cm 10 cm variable 

Oce~n Heat store of the 
1 Xcal/cm2 5 Kcal/cm2 oceanic upper layer 500 

parameters Temperature profile o.2°c 1.0°c variable 
Speed profile 2 cm/::; at 

the surflice 10 cm/s variable 
0.2 cra/s at 

depths 1 cm/s VD.I'iable 

CryoE;pheric 
Ice cover elevat ion 10 cm 1 m Point targets 
Ice cover drift 50 m/year 100 m/year 1-J km parameters 
Ice boundari es 1 km 5 km -

Temporal 
resol•Jtion 

6 

1 week 

1 month 
1 month 

1 month 

1 year 

1 year 
1 year 
1 day 

(to be continued) 
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Table J (continue~) 

i 2 J 

0 

: c:~r ~. v . l~ ~~~ a~ i on Io;; for 50A 
S~J~"a ~V :J J?::cr:Lc a e roso l 
oJtica~ ti1 i c~~c ss 0 . 002 

~ro ~o~phcr i c ~c r os ol 
At ;nosphe r i c o~~i c ai th i C~fiC S G 

Ozo~,c 0 . 005 
c o:c._po ::ii tion 

0 . 005 cm 

:.; ·:;::..~c~~osphe ric wa:~c r 
va;.,or 0 . 05 p,;Jm 
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6 
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